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The Annual Tax & Legal Conference
Save the date: 17 October 2017

Deloitte Romania and Reff & Associates invite you to the eight
edition of The Annual Tax & Legal Conference, which will
take place on Tuesday, 17 October, at JW Marriott
Bucharest Grand Hotel.
The theme of this year’s event is Technology, approached from
both a fiscal, as well as a legal perspective and current
legislative changes. Put into one single word, “Taxnology”
highlights the challenges that technology raises on taxation.
The conference will start with a plenary session that will
cover, without limiting, to the following:
 Legislation changes – current updates
 The impact of technology on tax compliance
 Technology vs. juridical restrictions
The second part of the day will be dedicated to workshops,
with a focus on in-depth discussions on the challenges raised
by the evolution of taxation, also from a technological
perspective. The workshops will cover, without limiting, to the
following:
 Globalizing the data exchange in relation with fiscal
authorities
 Anti-fraud and audit
 Online commerce & data protection & electronic
contracts & crypto currency
Therefore, please mark the date of 17 October in your
calendar! Click here and copy the event to your
calendar.
The detailed agenda and the registration mechanism will be
shortly communicated.
The participation is free of charge and is based exclusively on
invitation and confirmation.
The number of participants from the same company is limited
to 2.

We will assure simultaneous translation (Romanian – English).
Kind regards,
Dan Badin
Partner
Deloitte Romania
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